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Abstract: Aiming at the mosaic technology of the orthophoto acquired by Chinese remote sensing satellite CE-1, a thin-plate spline
(TPS) function based method of image mosaic is proposed while the traditional mosaic method seems impossible. With the advantages
of TPS (Thin-plate Spline) function in image transformer, the image fusion technology is introduced to get the seamless image mosaic
result. Considering the mosaic result of lunar DOMs (Digital Orthophoto Map) by CE-1, a sharp gray jump usually exists beside the
stitching line. To solve the uneven gray distribution caused by light changing or position difference during photographing, a method is
described which is based on dynamic rules to stretch image according to the gray histogram. Using CE-1’s 2C data, the experimental
result states that our approach can guarantee the accuracy of the geographical precision and can greatly meet the needs of seamless
mosaic with good visual effect.
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1 Introduction

As the 2C data of CE-1 are stitched by separated images,
there are two problems: firstly, obvious gray jump appears
near the stitching curve which has negative effects on the
continuity of image; secondly, the contrast level may be
different from each sections caused by sensor’s own
factors, such as imaging angle, light condition, imaging
location. The interpretation of the images and the
subsequent processing are affected. Aiming at the
accuracy of the geographical precision and the visual
effect, geometric correction and radiometric correction
should be done to the images.

For geometric correction, a method including optimal
seam searching algorithm and TPS-based transformation
is introduced to guarantee the geographical precision of
each image. Srinivasa.RB [1] proposed a FFT-based
image registration method that can handle pan, zoom and
scale changes, but can only be used when images strictly
meet the definition of the change relationship. Kim DH et
al. [2] achieved image registration by reducing the
differences between images’ pixel to get the perspective
transformation matrix, but the global energy is hard to be
solved. Feature-based method using rigid model like ZD

space projection model developed by R.szeliski and
J.coughlan [3] can fit the images taking in different
geometric conditions, but cannot meet the requirement of
edge fixed. Non-rigid model such as Polynomial model
using a LSM strategy to calculate the transformation
function may result in the inaccuracy of coordinates.
Thin-plate spline function includes both rigid and
non-rigid features, can reach the goal of high accuracy on
control points and fitting the overlapping region well.

For radiometric correction, a method based on sliding
window and separated weighted fusion was proposed.
The common ways used to eliminate image mosaic lines
include: 1.wavelet transformation based method [4,5],
however it is relatively difficult to realize because of the
complicated calculation; 2. overlapping images based
method [6], when dealing with mosaic images of poor
precision, the effect is not satisfying; 3.gradient theory
based method [7], some fuzzy problems would be caused
around joining area, and the ability of processing
structure dislocation is weak.

In order to overcome the limitations of the traditional
feature-based mosaic methods, this paper describes a
method to create seamless mosaics based on the modeling
of the geometric and radiometric changes. The algorithm
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of best-stitching curve searching and TPS-based
transformation solves the problems caused by geometric
changes, while a method based on sliding window and
separated weighted fusion is introduced to make
brightness adjustment and get better visual effect.

2 Framework

In this section, the framework of the TPS-based lunar
DOMs seamless mosaic method is provided. As shown in
Fig.1, the architecture of the method is described as
follows:

Firstly, the CE-1 images are obtained and processed
by the preprocessing module. In order to enhance the
mosaic accuracy, this part contains image grayscale
adjustment and resampling.

Secondly, the preprocessed images are transferred to
the image mosaic module to get the seamless mosaic
result. During this procedure, best-stitching curves
searching and TPS-based transformation are applied.

Finally, the method based on sliding window and
separated weighted fusion is proposed to eliminate the
obvious stitching curve and uneven brightness in the
elementary mosaic image.

Fig. 1 The overall processing of TPS-based lunar DOMs mosaic

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The preprocessing before stitching is described in Section
3. The TPS-based mosaic module for lunar DOMs is built
in Section 4. The edge smoothing method based on
histogram threshold stretching and section gray estimate
is proposed in Section 5. The experimental results are
given in Section 6, and finally, the conclusion is
summarized in Section 7.

3 DOM preprocessing

DOM preprocessing is the first essential step of building
DOMs’ mosaics which mainly consists two parts: 1)
Homogenization method based on gray statistics. 2)
Lunar DOMs resampling.

3.1 Homogenization method based on gray
statistics

To improve the uneven gray distribution in lunar
orthophotos, a homogenization method based on statistics
of gray distribution is proposed. Firstly, the average gray
distribution is calculated. Secondly, the trend of gray is
found by smoothing the statistic results. Finally,
homogenize the image gray level according to the trend
of gray. Fig.2 shows the average gray distribution of 200
pixels width image under different masks:

Fig. 2 The statistic results after processing of different mask size

[] []

Fig. 3 Original image and UTM projected image
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3.2 Lunar DOMs resampling

In order to reduce the geometric differences between
DOMs, the projection and resolution of CE-1’s DOMs
should be unified. By reprojecting the coordinates to the
lunar surface projection system and resampling the
DOMs to geographic grid, the DOMs with same
projection method and resolution are gained. As shown in
Fig.3, the projected experimental image is reversed
vertically and tiled.

4 Geometric Correction

Aiming at the geometric distortion of the adjacent
images? overlapping area, the lunar DOMs mosaic
method based on best-stitching curve searching algorithm
and TPS-based transformation is proposed.

4.1 TPS-based Image Transformation

Thin-plate spline is a kind of RBF designed which can be
constrained by the control points to perform a physical
deformation with minimal bending energy [8]. Therefore,
the TPS-based transformation model can create a flexible
transformation between two domains smoothly.

Fig. 4 TPS-based image transformation

As shown in Fig.4, suppose x1 and x2 to be the
corresponding points’ coordinates in transformed image
and reference image, the dimension is n×2:

I = [
K Q

QT 0 ]. (1)

In the formula, I is the coefficient matrix of the linear
equation to solve the transformation matrix W , where K is
a n× n matrix. Ki j = U(|xi

1 − x j
2|), U(r) = r2 logr is the

TPS basis function, Q is a n×3 matrix Q = [1,x1].
Given X ′ = [x2,0,0,0]T , the linear equation can be

formed as below, where W is the transformation matrix:

ITW T = X ′. (2)

By using LU decomposition method to solve the linear
equations, the transformation matrix W is obtained. For
any point x in the transformed image, the pixel coordinates
after TPS transformation is:

x′ =WUd(x). (3)
Ud(x) = (U(x− x1),U(x− x2), ...U(x− xn),1,xT ). (4)

Based on the TPS function, the transformation
between two images is established by the constraints of
control points. In order to obtain a complete image
transformation without gaps, a reversed mapping method
is used to create the transformation result that reduces the
computational cost.

4.2 Best-stitching curve searching algorithm

To guarantee the coordinates precision, the basic rule of
stitching curve searching algorithm is to make changes to
the original image as few as possible. By considering the
relative relationship of two adjacent images, the initial
stitching curve can be created. Finally, a blocked SURF
feature matching algorithm is applied to find the final
stitching curve. The best-stitching curve searching
algorithm proposed above includes three steps:

Fig. 5 Types of initial stitching curve

1. Create the initial stitching curve. Every stitching
curve begins and ends with an angle bisector of the
overlapping area. There are 14 kinds of relative positions
shown in Fig.5 taken into consideration.

2. Find corresponding points through a blocked SURF
feature matching method. In order to ensure the uniform
distribution of the matching points in overlapping area, a
sliding window moving along the initial stitching curve is
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used to find the corresponding points. The numbers of
matching points need to be limited by the distance
threshold between the initial stitching curve and the
points. RANSAC filter is used to detect the error
matching points.

3. Generate the final stitching curve. After the error
matching points are eliminated by RANSAC filter [9], the
midpoints of every two corresponding points are set as
control points, which form the final stitching curve sorted
in horizon or vertical direction.

4.3 TPS-based DOMs mosaic method

As stated above, the results of TPS transformation are
constrained by control points. The points on the edge of
overlapping regions are seen as fixed points, and the
corresponding points are taken as the original points.
Both of them are used to ensure the consistency of
geometry together.

The details of the proposed method are given as
follows: Firstly, the fixed points are selected by sampling
along the overlapping areas’ edges with a certain step
length, while the control points are defined as the
midpoints of two corresponding points. Secondly, the
overlapping area of two DOMs is transformed with the
TPS-based mosaic model determined by the fixed points,
corresponding points and original points. Finally, the
overlapping area is divided into two parts by the stitching
curve and then filled with the pixel value from two DOMs
separately.

5 Radiometric Correction

During the radiometric correction, an edge smoothing
method based on histogram threshold stretch will be
adopted. On the basis of fulfilling the overlapping area in
geometric correction, the image gray histogram of both
sides of the stitching curve can be generated. In order to
make the two parts of the image unified to the same gray
and contrast level, linear stretching will be applied.
Firstly, according to different weighted gray level in the
histogram, choose proper threshold value. Set the gray
value which reaches λmin and λmax percentage of the total
pixel number as the stretch threshold. Suppose the chosen
threshold values are min and max, the formula of
stretching is as follows:

p′xy =
pxy −min

max−min
×255. (5)

According to the statistical histogram information,
stretch the gray image is stretched using proper threshold
value λmin and λmax, so that the gray level and contrast
standard of adjacent images can be unified.

After finishing the processes above, the gray level and
contrast standard of images in target area may be nearly

the same. To achieve better effects, the feathering method
is applied. According to the differences between pixels on
the two sides of the stitching curve, variable ranges will be
chosen to adjust the gray value so that the image is visually
smooth.

6 Experiments and Results

[] []

Fig. 6 Lunar 2C DOMs data of CE-1

In this section, the proposed TPS-based method is
used to stitch lunar DOMs. Taking the 2C data of CE-1 as
the primitive experimental data, the interested areas
covered lunar latitude range between 66.68138098oN and
75.13940992oS, and longitude range between
54.11036640oE and 62.45546389oE. As shown in Fig.6,
the DOMs are the part of the interested areas.

[] []

Fig. 7 The results of feature matching
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Fig. 8 Detail of the mosaic results. (a) Reference image; (b)
Affine; (c) Perspective; (d) 2 order polynomial; (e) 3 order
polynomial; (f) TPS-based model

6.1 Mosaic Results and Discussion

In Fig.7, the matching points in the overlapping regions
are extracted by Surf feature. Based on the results of Surf
feature matching, different mosaic methods are applied
such as affine transformation, perspective transformation,
polynomial transformation, and TPS-based method. The
mosaic results of different mosaic methods are shown in
Fig.8.

As Fig.8 demonstrate the polynomial transformation
leads to large geometric distortion with same amounts of
control points. The affine transformation, perspective
transformation and TPS-based method restore the relative
position of two DOMs nearly the same with the reference
DOM.

From Fig.9, the results of affine transformation and 2
order polynomial transformation show obvious
malposition along the stitching curve. In order to
quantifying the evaluation of stitching effect, 60 points
along the perpendicular direction of the stitching curve

[] [] []

[] [] []

Fig. 9 Detail of the mosaic results. (a) Reference image; (b)
Affine; (c) Perspective; (d) 2 order polynomial; (e) 3 order
polynomial; (f) TPS-based model

(on both sides, each 30 pixels) are selected to make the
gray histograms shown in Fig.10.

Mosaic methods Similariy
affine transform 0.3304

perspective transform 0.4459
2 order polynomial 0.4709
3 order polynomial 0.4821
TPS-based model 0.9989

Table 1 Similarity of curves with different mosaic methods

To estimate the similarity between the transformed
DOM and the reference DOM, the curve similarity is
measured by Clark’s spectral curve fitting theory [10].
The degree of similarity F is presented as below:

F =
n∑OcLc −∑Oc ∑Lc√

[n∑O2
c − (∑Oc)2][n∑L2

c − (∑Lc)2]
. (6)

where Oc is the n pixel gray value of the reference DOM
and Lc is the n pixel gray value of the transformed DOM.
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Fig. 10 Total mosaic results. (a) Reference image; (b) Affine; (c)
Perspective; (d) 2 order polynomial; (e) 3 order polynomial; (f)
TPS-based model

Table.1 summarizes the similarity of curves with different
mosaic methods.

Compared with the similarity of curve, the result
carried out by TPS-based mosaic method maintains more
similarity with the reference image. By TPS-based
method, the high coordinates? accuracy of mosaic can be
achieved.

[]

[] []

Fig. 11 The homogenized result of the stitching curve.
(a)Original DOM; (b)The stitching curve; (c)The homogenized
result

6.2 Fusion Results and Discussion

From Fig.11(a), the obvious gray jump can be found near
the stitching curve. Fig.11(b) shows the area with obvious
gray jump near the stitching curve. By using the
histogram threshold gray stretch, the brightness and
contrast of DOMs on both sides of the stitching curve will

be homogenized to similar standard, as is shown in
Fig.11(c).

[]

[] []

Fig. 12 The result of the stitching curve elimination

The final result of the stitching curve elimination
using the feathering method is shown in Fig.12(a).
Fig.12(b) include two obvious wave crests, which
reflected the brightness difference in Fig.12(b). After
fusion processing, the histogram was normalized.

[]

[]

Fig. 13 The final result of fusion

In the experiment, the reference value C was set to 155.
As shown in Fig.13(b), the even gray distribution is gained
after homogenization.

However, the change of contrast was uncertain in the
process of homogenization. Unifying the contrast and gray
level to a same reference value C, the stitching curve and
uneven distribution of brightness and contrast could transit
smoothly. At the same time, the details could be enhanced.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a seamless mosaic approach for lunar
DOM based on TPS. Surf features are used to eliminate
the suitable stitching curve for the transformation model.
After the TPS function is embedded in the mosaic
method, TPS-based transformation on the overlapping
regions maintains high geographical precision of mosaic.
Further, in order to reduce the uneven distribution of
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brightness and contrast caused by mosaic and
photographing, the method of stitching curve elimination
and edge smoothing based on histogram threshold stretch
is presented. The fusion technology homogenizes the
brightness and contrast level based on statistics of partial
gray distribution. Experimental results in real lunar
DOMs by CE-1 show that our approach outperforms
others in seamless mosaic of DOMs. The results of
mosaic prove that our approach can guarantee the
accuracy of the geographical precision and can greatly
meet the needs of seamless mosaic with a good visual
effect.
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